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Phase-only hologram generation based on integral imaging
and its enhancement in depth resolution
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We introduce a phase-only hologram generation method based on an integral imaging, and propose an
enhancement method in representable depth interval. The computational integral imaging reconstruction
method is modified based on optical flow to obtain depth-slice images for the focused objects only. A phase-
only hologram for multiple plane images is generated using the iterative Fresnel transform algorithm. In
addition, a division method in hologram plane is proposed for enhancement in the representable minimum
depth interval.
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Three-dimensional (3D) display is one of the most attrac-
tive fields in display technologies, and various methods
in processing 3D information have been widely studied[1].
Among them is holography, which has been thought as
an ultimate method for describing 3D information since
it is capable of reconstructing the whole wavefront of a
recorded object wave. However, the recording process of
holography requires complicated and bulky experimental
setup, including coherent light sources. The requirement
for a well-aligned optical system makes it hard to capture
real objects outdoors.

Several researchers have adopted integral imaging (II)
to overcome the requirements in the capture process of
holography[2−4]. Since II provides a compact pickup
process in which 3D information is captured under an
incoherent light source, the high requirements of the tra-
ditional holography recording process can be alleviated.
Many researchers verified the performance of hologram
generated based on II using perspective view images or
orthographic view images as the source of information.

In our previous research[4], we proposed a compact
method for making the phase-only hologram of 3D ob-
jects using computational II reconstruction (CIIR) and
iterative Fresnel transform algorithm (IFTA), as shown
in Fig. 1. One of merits in this study is that the computer
generated hologram (CGH) only has phase profile with
constant amplitude distribution. Since phase-only mod-
ulation devices are widely used due to their efficiency, it
is an important issue to make constant amplitude profile
in the CGH. To satisfy the constant amplitude distri-
bution, we used the modified IFTA for the multi-plane
images[5].

In this letter, we verify the limitation of our previous
work, and propose an enhancement method for generat-
ing hologram with higher depth resolution. The modified
CIIR method for obtaining depth-slice images without
blurred ones based on optical flow is discussed. In addi-
tion, space multiplexing in hologram plane is adopted to

improve the representable depth interval. The simula-
tion and experimental results are provided to verify the
proposed method.

In the pickup process of II, 3D objects are captured
through the lens array as a form of elemental image
set. The elemental image set contains various perspec-
tive images, which are captured at different positions.
From this property, the elemental image set is applied
for other purposes such as depth map calculation[6,7],
occluded region reconstruction[7], and depth-slice image
generation[8,9]. We use the elemental image set for the
purpose of generating depth-slice images, which is the
basic information for multi-plane phase-only hologram[4].

The individual depth-slice image is placed at the proper

Fig. 1. Overall process of hologram generation based on II.
FT: Fresnel transform.
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depth plane and converted into phase-only hologram
using IFTA for multiple planes[5]. In the IFTA, each
target image is propagated into the next depth plane,
and the phase distribution in the complex amplitude of
the propagated wave is extracted to be combined with
the new target image. During the process, propagation
over distance z is performed using the Fresnel diffraction
integral[10]. At the hologram plane, the constant am-
plitude condition is forced, and the phase profile of the
hologram is propagated to image planes with inverse
direction. This process is repeated until the CGH has
almost constant amplitude.

The basic CIIR used in the previous hologram genera-
tion method is not suitable for generating exact depth-
slice images because the unfocused object leads to blurred
images. In general, the depth-slice image must contain
only the information of the focused part in the object.
However, images generated based on the basic CIIR
method contain not only information on the focused ob-
jects, but also on the unfocused ones. To demonstrate
an example of the basic CIIR method, we captured two
objects that were located at a distance of 40 and 70 mm
away from the lens array, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Figures
3(a) and (b) show the depth-slice images using the basic
CIIR method based on the estimated depth map of Fig.
2(b). In the depth-slice image for the first object, Fig.
3(a), the blurred version of the second object image is
shown and vice versa. These blurred images are one
of the reasons for the image degradation of the recon-
structed images of the hologram.

In addition, it is not possible to represent the correct
target images in the CGH if the interval between adja-
cent depth planes is too small. Figure 4(a) shows the
CGH, while Figs. 4(b) and (c) show the numerical re-
construction results with depth interval of 5 mm. The
focal length of Fourier transform (FT) lens, f , is assumed
to be 100 mm. We used CIIR images provided in Figs.
3(c) and (d), which are generated based on the modified
CIIR method which is discussed later. Since our goal
is to examine the effect of small depth interval on the
reconstructed image quality, it is necessary to minimize
the effect of the blurred images due to the unfocused
objects with the modified CIIR method. As shown in
Fig. 4(c), which is the reconstructed result of the sec-
ond target image, ghost images of the first target image
exist. In the same manner, some parts of the second
target image are shown in Fig. 4(b). These ghost im-
ages are different from the blurred portion in the CIIR
images, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). They occur be-
cause the depth interval between two planes, ∆z, is too
small[5]. This problem becomes severe as the distance
between the two depth planes becomes smaller. Although

Fig. 2. Overall pickup process. (a) Experimental setup and
(b) extracted depth map.

Fig. 3. CIIR images with basic CIIR method at (a) z1= 40
mm and (b) z2= 70 mm, and with modified CIIR method at
(c) z1= 40 mm and (d) z2= 70 mm.

Fig. 4. Hologram generation process. (a) CGH without holo-
gram division method and its numerically reconstructed im-
ages at (b) z1= 40 mm and (c) z2= 45 mm; (d) CGH with
hologram division method and its numerically reconstructed
images at (e) z1= 40 mm and (f) z2= 45 mm.

we eliminate the blurred parts due to the unfocused ob-
jects in the CIIR method, the overlapped images can still
appear as the distance between adjacent planes becomes
closer.

Figure 5(a) presents the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) values according to ∆z when f is equal to 100,
150, and 200 mm. In the figure legend of Fig. 5(a),
“case I” means the PSNR values in the case of undi-
vided hologram, and “case II” refers to the PSNR values
with the hologram division method. The PSNR values
of the numerically reconstructed images with undivided
hologram decrease as ∆z is decreased, because the pixels
of the hologram represent different information at each
depth. The wave propagated from the hologram plane
reconstructs the first target CIIR image at z = z1. The
reconstructed wavefront is considered to be the superpo-
sition of spherical waves emitted from each pixel of the
hologram plane with diverse phase delays. If ∆z is too
small, the change in each phase delay term is not enough.
Because of the insufficient change in each phase delay,
the new wavefront at z2 = z1 + ∆z fails to represent
the second target CIIR image without the afterimage of
the first one. This is the reason of the existence of the
ghost images of the other target images with small depth
interval.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results. (a) PSNR values according to the
depth interval and (b) minimum representable depth interval
with various focal length of the FT lens.

An important factor that determines the minimum
depth interval in adjacent depth planes without ghost
images, ∆zmin, is the focal length of the FT lens. To ver-
ify the relationship between f and ∆zmin, we performed
a simulation using a black image with a point light source
as the first target image and empty black image as the
second target image. If ∆z is small, the ghost image of
the point source is also shown in the reconstructed sec-
ond target image. The ∆zmin is defined as the interval
of adjacent planes when the intensity of the ghost image
of the point source in the second target image is equal to
the half value of the intensity of the original one. In the
simulation, f and ∆z vary from 50 to 250 mm with the
interval of 50 mm, and from 5 to 100 mm with interval
of 5 mm, respectively. Figure 5(b) shows the simulation
results performed with the two target images of 100 ×
100 pixels. This confirms that the FT lens with lower
focal length provides smaller ∆zmin if other parameters
remain unchanged. This result coincides with the previ-
ous simulation result provided in Fig. 5(a), which verifies
that the PSNR value has higher value with lower f .

To suppress the blurred portion of the CIIR images,
we estimate the depth of each object based on the opti-
cal flow in Ref. [7], and modify the elemental image set
for each object. In Ref. [7], the depth extraction and
occluded region reconstruction are performed for the or-
thographic images. However, since the orthographic im-
ages have all-in-focus property, they are rearranged and
converted into perspective images for generating CIIR
images. We assume plane objects for simplicity, and the
estimated depth is obtained using the disparity shown in
the elemental image set. The original elemental image
set can be divided into multiple elemental image sets ac-
cording to the object’s depth by using the appropriate
depth threshold. The new elemental image sets contain

only the information of one object, and the blurred por-
tion due to the unfocused objects can be eliminated in
the modified CIIR images.

However, if the overlapped region between the objects
is too large, it is impossible to generate the correct depth-
slice images because of the lack of information captured
in the elemental image set. In Ref. [7], the authors pro-
vided the limitation range in the occluded region that
can be reconstructed, which also becomes the limitation
region in the modified CIIR method.

We generated CIIR images based on the proposed
method with the elemental image set captured in the ex-
perimental setup of Fig. 2(a) to verify the effect of sup-
pression for the unfocused objects in our CIIR method.
The two elemental image sets are newly generated us-
ing the estimated depth map provided in Fig. 2(b), and
the CIIR images for each object’s depth are generated as
shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d). Comparing this with the
previous CIIR images, the undesirable part in each CIIR
image due to the unfocused object is eliminated.

As discussed previously, the FT lens with low focal
length is necessary to display the target images with
small depth interval. Instead of using low focal length FT
lens, another possible approach to provide small depth
interval is to divide the hologram plane and allocate the
different holograms of each depth-slice image. The holo-
gram plane is composed of the spatial frequency com-
ponent of the target images. Therefore, if we divide this
spatial frequency domain and assign different holograms,
we can represent each hologram respectively.

Unlike in the previous method, each CIIR image in the
proposed approach has its own hologram. This means
that the N number of phase holograms is generated for
representing the N number of CIIR images. The resul-
tant synthesized hologram Hsyn is composed of multiple
sub-holograms for each depth-slice image. If we have two
CIIR images and the hologram of the first and second
CIIR images are represented as H1 and H2, respectively,
the division in spatial frequency is demonstrated as

Hsyn(x, y) =
{

H1(x, y),
H2(x, y),

xy > 0
xy < 0 . (1)

In Eq. (1), the position of the (0,0) point is the center
of the spatial light modulator (SLM) plane. Figures 4(e)
and (f) show the numerically reconstructed results from
the hologram provided in Fig. 4(d). The distance be-
tween the two target images is the same as those in Figs.
4(b) and (c). However, unlike those in Figs. 4(b) and
(c) in which ghost images appear, the reconstructed im-
ages in Figs. 4(e) and (f) present desirable target images
without ghost images.

The PSNR values according to ∆z are provided in
Fig. 5(a) for the reconstructed images with the proposed
hologram division method. The PSNR values decrease
as ∆z is decreased without the division in the holo-
gram plane. However, by using hologram division in the
proposed method, the PSNR values become almost con-
stant regardless of the decrease in ∆z. With the large
value of ∆z, the PSNR values without hologram division
are higher than those with hologram division because
there is loss in spatial frequency component in the latter.
However, below a certain level of ∆z, it is not possible
to represent the correct target images for the hologram
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without division. The proposed method can provide the
individual target image without ghost images.

For the optical reconstruction of the generated holo-
gram, a laser with wavelength of 532 nm is used as a light
source and f is 100 mm. We used a phase-only SLM by
Holoeye (LC 2002 model), and the maximum resolution
is 800 × 600 with pixel pitch of 32 µm. Figure 6 presents
the optically reconstructed results with 5 mm of depth
interval for the case of undivided and divided hologram,
respectively. In Fig. 6(a), the first target image of the
object “box” appears with the ghost image of the second
target image, which is not reconstructed well. The low
figures show that both the first and second target images
are reconstructed successfully with the proposed method.
Although we did not use the elimination method for the
zero-order diffracted light from the SLM, the quality of
the optically reconstructed image is enhanced with the
use of high-pass filter[11]. We can verify from the experi-
mental results that the CGH using the proposed method
can represent the depth-slice images of real objects with
small depth interval.

Although the division in the hologram plane shows
good results compared with the undivided case, the qual-
ity of the image reconstructed from the divided hologram
is degraded as the number of division increases. Figure
7 shows the variation of the PSNR values according to

Fig. 6. Optically reconstructed images with 5 mm depth-
interval in the case of (a) undivided hologram and (b) divided
hologram.

Fig. 7. Variation of PSNR values according to the number of
division in the hologram plane.

the number of division, N , in the hologram plane when
the depth interval is 5 mm and f is equal to 100 mm. In
this simulation, the synthesized hologram is composed
of N number of sub-holograms, which satisfy the radial
shapes. Since the PSNR value for 5 mm of depth inter-
val and 100 mm of focal length without the hologram
division method is around 38 dB, the maximum number
of target images allowed is up to six. However, the max-
imum number of division depends on how the hologram
plane is divided, and this can be enhanced if the method
for hologram division is optimized.

In conclusion, we introduce a hologram generation
method based on II, and propose an enhancement
method for depth interval limitation without ghost im-
ages. In the CIIR process, the original elemental image
set is modified based on the estimated depth of objects to
remove the blurred image due to the unfocused object. In
addition, we examine the effect of depth interval between
adjacent planes on the quality of the reconstructed im-
ages. The hologram plane is divided and assigned with
the holograms for each depth-slice image to overcome
the limitation in depth interval. The principle of the
proposed method is verified in the simulation and exper-
iment results, confirming its feasibility. Further research
related to the analytical study of representable depth in-
terval and the optimization for hologram plane division
will be required.

This work was supported by the Brain Korea 21 Pro-
gram (Information Technology of Seoul National Univer-
sity).
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